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INTRODUCTION
Deplorably enough, Pakistan has failed to bring all children in school despite tall claims and
substantial international support at least in the last couple of decades. Low enrolment rate and
rapid population growth have led to steady increase in out of school children and resultantly
the number of illiterate gradually multiplied from 20 million in 1951 to 50 million in 1998. It is
estimated that at present 55 million Pakistanis of age 10+ cannot read and write and 7 million
children of 5-9 years are out of school. In rural areas about 52% of girls are not enrolled in
school and 67% of women are illiterate (PSLM survey 2008-09).
Stumpy education indicators in Pakistan have negatively affected all spheres of life and
development process including economic uplift, social evolution and political stability. Due to
poor rate of literacy and primary education, Pakistan is being ranked at the lowest i.e. below
125th in Human Development Index (HDI) for the last 20 years.
The state, quality and ratio of literacy in Southern Punjab are one of the worst all over the
country. Constituency PP-250 Rojhan of District Rajanpur is highly underprivileged, deprived
and neglected areas of this region. The total population of Rojhan is 306716 and it is comprised
of ten union councils. The constituency has 2 higher secondary schools for the girls and 1 higher
secondary school for boys, 8 high schools for the boys and only one high school for girls, 9
middle schools for the boys and 6 middle schools for the girls and 143 primary schools for boys
and only 54 schools for the girls.
The dilapidated state of affairs in the area reflects insufficiency of the schools and education
facilities for the population of almost 3 lac and a clear gap between the educational facility for
the boys and the girls also speaks volume about the neglect, exploitation and misplaced
priorities.
The status of education in PP 249 Tehsil Rajanpur is not more different, as representing the
district headquarters there is somehow better situation at city level. More than 5 lac populated
constituency has 2 higher secondary schools for the girls and 4 higher secondary school for
boys, 14 high schools for the boys and only 7 high school for girls, 431 primary schools for boys
and girls with proportion 60/40 .
Unfortunately, there is a grain of truth in it that parents are reluctant to send their daughters to
the schools but there are reasons behind to explore. 52% of the girls, as mentioned above, are
out of the schools, but this data offers a deeper insight into the complexity of the issue of the
girls’ education. Along with the cultural hindrances, availability and accessibility of the
education are major hurdles in making education for the girls pervasive. It is disappointing to
imagine the situation of the girls educations in a constituency where there is only one high
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school to provide the education for the girls of more than 10 union councils, so it is easy to see
why the girls education is up to scratch in this region and how badly it is affecting other socioeconomic conditions of the region.
In addition to the lack of accessibility and availability of education, the region also faces a
certain other persistent challenges. The region is among the poorest of South Punjab and at
times meagre resources compel poor parents to retain their children for work, either at their
home or at their family occupation or send them out for some income generation activity, say
cotton picking, onion picking or hoeing in fields and other agriculture labour is quite common
where girls are engaged at a very early age. Abject and absolute poverty in Pachad (a vast area
between Koh Suleman and D.G.Khan Canal commonly known with this name by the local
people) prevails and becomes one of the key reasons for the parents to not to send their
children, especially girls, to schools, other than unavailability or inappropriate provision of
schools in the area. Ghost Schools are also commonly known in this part of District Rajanpur.
Therefore, poorest of the poor families are less inclined to send their children to school, unless
some incentives are offered at school. Better building will all facilities and provision of books
and other helping material could possibly help in this regard. The poverty of these regions is
worsened by their vulnerability to frequent floods. These regions are stricken by the floods
almost every year with a varying intensity.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Rajanpur is Punjab’s most backward district in terms of education and political inclination. Our
country is steeped in class difference and this is quite prominent. People residing in this region
are unaware of their basic rights, and this is the primary reason they have derailed off the road
to success. The major reason for this backlash is the fragile political system that has deprived
people of their rights.
There are many problems faced by the community members, the most fundamental being
unemployment. Even if a single industry had been set up in the region then that would have
served as a basis of source of income for many. But the feudal have created many obstacles for
the masses. They don’t let people set up industries and build schools. They are fearful that if
people attain education, they will become aware of their rights and will be able to voice their
opinions. All the control rests within the hands of the feudal; hence, there is a need to work
against the feudal system.
The education system in rural areas has failed miserably. Poor children are deprived of
education. There are no proper schools and facilities available. Teachers are not present in
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these institutes to deliver the education. Cultural norms also dictate the values of the region.
Girls can’t attend schools and this is the reason why progression has been curtailed.
Article 25-A, declaring free and compulsory education as a constitutional rights on papers is not
enough. One can plainly see from the statistics mentioned above that the education system in
Pakistan failed to provide free educational opportunities to all school aged children. Resultantly
out of school children grew as illiterate. Even after legislation and provision of educational
facilities, factors like lack of awareness, conservatism and ignorance of parents about benefits
of education may still impede enrolment of all children into the school. Certain groups in some
underdeveloped areas or pockets may be reluctant to send their children particularly girls to
school.
“Ilm Ka Vote” funded by UKAID implemented by Farmers Development Organization aims to
ensure quality education accessible for all school going age children by making the education
system more transparent and accountable to the public through effective utilization of their
‘right to vote’ and conditionally elected political representatives who pledge to serve their
interests better.
The activities of IKV enhancing the understanding of the people of constituency PP-249
consisting of 12 UCs & PP-250 consisting of 11 UCs regarding their power of vote, their right to
free and quality education and how can they exercise their right to vote wisely and effectively.
Complementing it with their right to education and influential vitality value of their vote to
realize their children’s universal right to attain the education.
The Research work with sampling of 40% (Field work, data collection"Primay & Secondary") has
been completed. There were 4 Poster competitions conducted in the 2 girl schools, 1 in Boys
Degree College and 1 in boy’s high school to make the children aware of their right to free
quality education and how to use the right to vote to get the right to education. 30 Girls from
two schools participated in these competitions and 36 boys from one high school and one
degree college participated in these competitions to reflect the educational issues very clearly.
Initially to build the rapport and to sensitize the community regarding “Ilm Ka Vote” 102
program introduction sessions were conducted in 23 UCs of PP-249 & 250 in which 567 male
and 566 female participated. For first contact 285 persons are contacted as a gate way and
community resource persons. In PP-249 & 250 total 23 union councils exists and 23 Ilm
committees have been formed. Coordinators and deputy coordinators were selected through
elections. Total 2,256 participants (1445 Men & 811-Women) in the formations process of Ilm
Committees at UC level participated and total members of Ilm Committee members are 625
(452-Male and 173-female).
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GEOGHRAPHIC COVERAGE
Rajanpur is a city and the headquarters of the Rajanpur District and Tehsil in the extreme
southwest part of Punjab, Pakistan (29:06N, 70:19E). The district lies entirely west of the Indus
River (Sindh river); it is a narrow, 20 to 40 miles wide strip of land sandwiched between the
Indus river on the east and the Sulaiman range of hills and mountains on the west. The town is
approximately nine miles from the right (west) bank of the river. According to the 1998 census
of Pakistan it had a population of 1610373.
HISTORY OF RAJANPUR DISTRICT:
Rajanpur was either founded by or occupied and renamed as Rajanpur by a warlord Makhdoon
Sheikh Rajan in 1772-73. It remained a small and little known village located on the road from
Dera Ghazi Khan in Punjab to Sukkur in Sindh until 1862. In that year, Mithan Kot, a larger and
more prosperous town, located on the Sindh River several miles southeast of Rajanpur was
completely destroyed by river floods. The administrative offices of the Assistant District
Commissioner of the British government were moved from Mithan Kot to Rajanpur, because of
its location at a safe distance from the river. Many prosperous Hindu Arora merchants and
traders also moved from Mithan Kot to Rajanpur. It became a municipality and the Tehsil
headquarters in 1873. Rajanpur district has three Tehsil; Jampur in the north, Rajanpur in the
center and Rojhan in the south. In addition, there is a “tribal area” in the hills of Sulaiman
range. Asni, Dajal, Fazilpur, Harrand, Hajipur, Jampur, Lalgarh, Mithan Kot, Muhammad Pur,
Rajanpur, Rojhan, and Umer Kot are the large or historic towns and cities in the district.
Languages:
Baluchi and Siraiki is main language of district Rajan pur. Khawaja Farid and Ghulam Rasool
Dada were famous poets. Ismail Ahmedani was famous Siraiki novelist. Urdu is spoken in
educated families and young generations.
The land of District Rajanpur is sandwiched by the river Indus on one side, while the Suliman
Mountains range on the other. According to the National Census Report 1998, it had a
population of 1, 103, 618 and under the local administrative setup, whole district is divided in
to three Tehsil Jampur (19 Union Councils), Rajanpur (14 Union Councils) & Rojhan (09 Union
Councils) and a vast belt of provincially administer tribal area (PATA) and in all 44 Union
Councils (UCs).
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No. of Union Councils
19
Jampur

44

Rajanpur
16

Rojhan
Tribal Area

8

Total

1

The geographical coverage of “Ilm Ka Vote” project was in PP-249 & PP-250 covering two Tehsil
Rajanpur and Rojhan. 23 Union Councils were covered in both constituencies. Funds utilization
in both constituencies remains 50% in PP-249 and 50% in PP-250. Total population of the 12
UCs of PP-249 is 403815 and population of 11 UCs of PP-250 is 416239. Detail of the population
union council wise of both targeted constituencies are mention in table:
Sr. #

UC of PP-249

Population

Sr. #

UC of PP-250

Population

1

Peer Bukhsh Sharqi

36460

13

Kot Mithan

38359

2

Sikhani Wala

28719

14

Murghai

42106

3

Shikarpur

28541

15

Sabzani

27221

4

Sahan Wala

35632

16

Umer Kot

37326

5

Kotla Esson

34985

17

Miranpur

32416

6

Jahanpur

34642

18

Rojhan Sharqi

39787

7

Wong

33023

19

Rojhan City

33703

8

Fateh Pur

27449

20

Ozman

39654

9

Kotla Nasser

36147

21

Shah Wali

41300

10

Noor Pur Machi Wala

35456

22

Bangla Icha

37198

9

11

Rajanpur Sharqi

39182

12

Rajanpur Gharbi

33579

Total

10

403815

23

Soon Miani

Total

47169

416239

PROJECT GOALS/OBJECTIVE
•

The provision of awareness campaigns and the dissemination of information to enable
community to use the right of vote for education.
To empower parents and community to raise demands for increased budget in line with
the severity of the school conditions.
To initiate several avenues with government line departments in order to improve the
level of education.

•
•

MAJOR ACTIVITIES










Research on the State of Education in Tehsil Rajanpur & Tehsil Rojhan
A Short Documentary
Development of IEC Material
Formation of ILM Committees at UC level
25 UC Level Voter Education Forums in two Constituencies (25 UCs in both
Constituencies)
Formation & Strengthening of Constituency Level Network
Capacity Building Workshops Advocacy and Lobbying
2 Constituency Level Forum (one for each constituency)
Constituency Level Network meetings with Different Elected Representative/ Education
Minister and Department (5 meetings)

CHALLENGES/PROBLEMS










Very short time to mobilize them regarding prioritizing education, Demand Generating,
realizing them regarding power of vote and breaking the rigid and non issues barriers of
Rajanpur communities.
The candidates of MPAs were busy to submitting their documents for upcoming
election.
Students and teachers were engaged in examination in all the targeted areas during
poster competition activities
Social gathering were considered political gatherings (Community of one party is not
willing to come in opposition party gathering) and similarly from Political Leaders as
well.
Participation of MPAs in different forums remain a challenge
Participation of female was also challenge in Ilm Network forums
Due to cultural barriers, norms, and illiteracy, women of rural areas could not discuss
the issues openly regarding education.
Mostly Tribes and families are sitting at their own cultivated land, so population is
scattered which is big reason of wastage of time to access them.
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Ensuring the Participation of women in activities is very difficult. Internal conflict among
two families of different cast is a gigantic barrier to assemble them at one plate form.
Language barrier is the one of huge issue in women of PP-250 because mostly women of
the Shah Wali, Ozman and Soon Miani Union Council of PP-250 areas were not know
Urdu, only they can speak and understand Blochi.
Participation of both male and female in network meetings were the issue due to
harvesting, cotton picking and sugar cane seasons and during election campaign. Female
were not much confident regarding the meetings along with political leaders after the
elections for the educational rights.
Transportation remains the challenge, to participate in Ilm Network follow up
forums/meetings.
Hot weather
Participation of members in follow up meetings.
The two union councils i-e Soon Miani and Bangla Iccha remain untouched due to Indus
river and security issues.

LESSON LEARNED








Local activists are involved to deliver the message in a proper way/ to advocate the local
communities
It was possible to overcome the problem of participation of opposite parties and
women, participation of MPAs and prioritizing the education among community through
strong mobilization, committed staff and hardworking. Activist involvement also played
a vital role to meet these challenges.
Students and teachers are sensitized regarding the recreational activities and
importance of this poster competition.
Through proper management, timely availability of vehicles, strong communication with
committee & network members and good administration reduce maximum challenges
of pick and drop as well as vehicle arrangements.
Coordinator and deputy coordinators are more sensitized for their responsibilities.
Monthly meetings by network members and educational problems application
submission to education department for the improvement of education proved a very
good practise.

RECOMMENDATIONS




Social mobilization and advocacy is one and only tool to sensitize the community with
the help of quality education.
Long social mobilization, education improvement, poverty Reduction through livelihood
enhancement and advocacy projects should be started in these less privileged areas of
Rajanpur District by progressive and integration approach.
Accountability of education department is very important to support the IKV project.
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Long term project interventions are needed to sensitized community regarding
education. Because they are not interested in this type of projects like advocacy and
lobbying and social mobilization, so it will take much time for changing their behaviour
and possible by long term projects to sustain them.
Engaging the Govt. Officials specially Education, Literacy, Social welfare department.

ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENT
Activity Title:

Research on State of Education

Progress

The Research work with sampling of 40% (Field work, data
collection"Primay & Secondary") has been completed. The secondary data
collected
from line departments (District Government, Education
Department) and primary data colleted through different FGDs with
Schools teachers, SMCs, youth groups, Parents, local leaders, religious
leader, poets,scholors, journalist, ex nazims, Sitting MPA, Expected MPAs in
Two Constituencies of District Rajanpur (PP 249, 250). The reseach report
has been completed.

Results Achieved:

The region is facing lack of accessibility and availability of education
especially in suburbun and rural localeties.

Implementation Issues

Non availability of teachers, busiest schedules of Govt. officials. Non
availability of political leaders. Due to cultural barriers, norms, and illiteracy,
women of rural areas could not discuss the issues openly. Mostly Tribes and
families are sitting at their own cultivated land, So population is scattered
which is big reason of wastage of time to access them.

Activity Title:

First Contact and Program Introduction

Progress

Initially to build the rapport and to sensitize the community regarding Ilm
Ka Vote, 102 program introduction sessions were conducted in targeted 23
UCs of both constituencies in which 567 male and 566 female participated.
285 persons are contacted for first contact, to as a gate way and community
resource persons. At the outset UC Nazim, UC secretary, Councilors, Social
Activist, NGO Representatives, LHW, LHS, CDC supervisors, Medical Officers
at BHU, Teachers, PRSP supervisors, renewed landlord, Molvies and
students were contacted and mobilized them to support this project and
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play a vital role to prioritizing the demand of education in rural community.

Results Achieved:

In the start of project team of IKV team conducted Program Introduction
Sessions at revenue village level in order to orientate the general
community and local influential’s about the project. They were briefed
about the project activities and its objectives focusing education need and
prioritizing. After these program introductory sessions, activists have been
identified to communicate the message the power of vote and educational
demands. These activists are propagating information and community of
the area demanding and changing their thoughts for voting, now
communities are putting the parties and personalities behind and
generating the demand of education on all other government
responsibilities e.g. road, soiling and subsidizing techniques.

Implementation Issues

Due to cultural barriers, norms, and illiteracy, women of rural areas could
not discuss the issues openly and not have a clear vision about education
importance. Mostly tribes and families are sitting at their own cultivated
land, so population is scattered which is big reason of wastage of time to
access them. Women are not willing to educate their girls even in primary
class from male teachers. Because Education Department have insufficient
schools in some areas and practicing the consolidation of schools. But to
implementing this practice is very difficult in these areas. Language barrier
is the one of huge issue in women of PP-250 because mostly women of the
respective areas are not know Urdu, Punjabi and nor Siraiki, only they can
speak and understand Baluchi. Similarly in some UCs of PP-250 and 249
there are some security risks exist.

Activity Title:

Preparing Short Documentary

Progress

The data has been collected for documentary and interviews have been
conducted. The respondents were teachers, SMCs, parents, ex Nazism, Ex
MPAs, and journalist. The data has been compiled and short documentary
has been finalized.

Results Achieved:

The more effective data has been collected that would be helpful to mobilize
and organize the community to effectively articulate and assertively raise
their demands from the potential candidates, their vote ID for the free, fair
and universal education of their children’s.
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Implementation Issues

The candidates for Provincial assembly were busy in submitting their
documents and campaigning for upcoming elections.

Activity Title:

Development of IEC Material

Progress

There were 4 Poster competitions conducted in the 2 girl schools, 1 in Boys
degree college and 1 in boy’s high school to make the children aware of their
right to free quality education and how to use the right to vote to get the
right to education. The IEC material has been printed and distributed among
the target population (Other Annexure-A). 30 Girls from two schools
participated in these competitions and 36 boys from one high school and one
degree college participated in these competitions to reflect the educational
issues very clearly. All students participated with full zeal and zest for
providing the basic material of IEC developing.

Results Achieved:

Students depicted worst and best situation very beautifully with colors and
portrait their view point of current situation of their schools and colleges.
Then they also spread the colors and portrait the best scenario of their
institute.

Implementation Issues

During this students and teachers were engaged in examination in all areas.

Activity Title:

Formation of UC Ilm Committees

Progress

23 union councils exist in both constituencies and 23 Ilm committees have
been formed. Coordinators and deputy coordinators were selected through
elections. 2,256 (1,445 male & 811 female) participants were part of the
formations process of Ilm Committees at UC level and total members of Ilm
Committees are 625 (452 male and 173 female).

Results Achieved:

To increase public awareness, information and understanding about how the
system of education works at the District and Provincial Level and
encouraging them to actively demand their right to education, communities
of these respective areas are demanding right to education. UC ILM
Committee playing a role to aware and mobilize the general community of
their respective UCs on situation of education in their UC as well as to involve
them in the activities for building the pressure on the elected
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representatives/ education department for the overall improvement of the
educational facilities in their areas.

Implementation Issues

Female participation is very tricky in these areas and one of the big reasons is
illiteracy. Cultural & traditional norms are also barriers to put them together
in same places and engage them this type of get together. Ensuring any
designation in the executive body of Ilm Committees is also a big issue.

Activity Title:

UC Ilm Forums

Progress

25-UC Ilm Committee forums conducted in 23 UCs of PP-249 & PP-250 and
1,636 persons participated (863 male and 773 female) from the different
locations from these union councils.

Results Achieved:

Implementation Issues

In Ilm committee forums community from every walk of the life participated,
Political Candidates community leaders, religious scholars, teachers and
students participated in these forums. Forum provided a platform to educate
people about their education rights and main responsibilities of our political
leaders and Government, about availability and accessibility of education all
of them. In these forums respective candidates and affiliated political leaders
invited and charter of demand putted for vote. Male and female putted the
questions from their political leaders in these forums for answering them and
requesting for the improvement of educational situation and realized that
now we will use our power of vote for the persons who will commit us to
fulfill the demands presented in charter of demand.
Community gathering at a same place is a big challenge, especially in the days
of elections. People consider these forums are political and from opposite
party so they strictly avoid to participate in these forums.

Activity Title:

Formation & Strengthening of constituency Level Network

Progress

Two Ilm Networks at constituency Level has been formed in PP-249 & 250
through empowering and strengthening the UC Ilm committees. In both
constituencies male and female members participated in this constituency
Ilm network formation. 50 male and 21 female are a part of this network in
PP-249 & PP250 constituency Level Network. 25 monthly Ilm network follow
up meetings were conducted throughout the project time duration, 750
members (586 male & 164 female) participated.
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Results Achieved:

Ilm Network of PP-249 & PP-250 were included the general body of 71
members (50 male & 21 female) whom will elected the Coordinator & Deputy
Coordinator among the general members of the network. “SHAMA Ilm
Network” in PP-249 and BISMILLAH Ilm Network” in PP-250. After the
formation of both Ilm Networks roles and responsibilities were assigned to
them. The networks performing a role of bridge between the political
candidates and further elected representatives and the “UC ILM
Committees”.
The ilm network members from both constituencies
conducted meetings with elected representatives i-e MPAs, MNA and
education officials (EDO-Education, Deputy Secretary Education and Federal
minister Education), DMO, DO-Planning and DCO Rajanpur. Through these
meeting following results were achieved;
Teacher’s punctuality, increase in enrollment, school up gradation, provision
of missing facilities and funds utilization through SMC. 5,000 petitions were
submitted to CM Punjab, Opposition leader, Secretary Education, Provincial
Minister Education and Federal Minister Education by these network
members to build the pressure regarding educational issues i-e provision of
missing facilities, increase in educational budget of Rajanpur District.

Implementation Issues

Participation of both male and female remain the issue due to harvesting,
cotton picking, sugar cane seasons and election campaign. Female were not
much confident regarding the meetings along with political leaders after the
elections for the educational rights. Because they are illiterate and having less
opportunities of social gathering. Cultural constraints, rigid behavior of men,
male dominancy and lack of education are the big reasons of hurdle of
participation.

Coordination visits at UC Level
Activity Title:
180 monthly follow up meetings conducted with all Ilm committees of
targeted 23 UCs in both constituencies in District Rajanpur. 4,795 members
participated in the whole meetings throughout the project time duration
(3,105 male and 1,690 female), Main objective of these meetings were to
raise their voice of basic right of education in front of elected political
representatives, Govt. officials i-e Education Officials, Secretary Education,

Progress
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Federal Minister Education, to increase the educational budget of Rajanpur
District, provision of missing facilities.

Results Achieved:

Implementation Issues

In these coordination meetings, members highlighted the issues of teachers,
schools and infrastructure in written for further process or solution. Basically
in coordination meetings, it was an objective to sensitize the Ilm Committee
member regarding the educational issues and they can highlight these issues
at the platform of Ilm Committee for making these issues part of charter of
demand.
Some members of UC Ilm Committees were not showing their interest in
these meetings and were absent from the meetings. Due to deficiency of
time and it was difficult to ensure maximum participation of community in
election campaigns due to harvesting season.

Activity Title:

Constituency Level Forums

Progress

Two Ilm network forums were conducted in both constituencies and 802
members participated including 322 female and 13 MPA candidates
participated and signed charter of demand.

Results Achieved:

Political candidates were sensitized regarding education and committed that
after winning they will complete their effort for the implementation of 25-A
and increasing budget through charter of demand.

Implementation Issues

Participation of female and transportation issues. Availability of Political
leaders was very difficult due to their tough schedule of campaign. Approvals
of any Govt. colleges or Govt. building were also a big issue for conducting
Network forum.

Capacity building workshops Advocacy and Lobbying
Activity Title:
Two days training sessions for Ilm Network members for both constituencies
were organized on Advocacy and Lobbying to understand the concept of
advocacy and lobbying, so that they can prepare the action plan for future, 54
(39 male & 15 female) members from Ilm Network participated

Progress
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Results Achieved:

Implementation Issues

The interactive nature of the workshop was received from the participants.
They developed huge interest in group works and they even learnt from more
group work. It was rare opportunities for the participants where male and
female participants worked together, shared their ideas and reached to the
common understanding about why education is important for both male and
female. Finally action plan for future working assignments were completed to
implement the training learning.









Participation of Ilm Network members
Female members transportation issues
Hot weather and load shedding
Training language was Urdu
In training session, Video was unmatched with our culture and was
also in English which was very difficult to understand
Wastage of time in questioning and answering among trainer and
participants
Less numbers of group works
Working together with male and female

Activity Title:

Celebration of Taleemi Mela

Progress

Taleemi Mela was celebrated at district level, 675 were the participation in
this Taleemi Mela from Govt Officials, Political Leaders, Both Constituencies.
In this Taleemi mela stalls were established by different organizations and
govt institutions

Results Achieved:

This Taleemi Mela was organized at District level to disseminate the strong
message and awareness regarding education among community, organization
and education department. Govt Officials, representatives of NGOs,
community leaders, Political leaders and civil society were part of these
debates and speeches (importance of education, current situation of
Rajanpur district) and theater performance

Implementation Issues

Participation of elected political leaders (MNA, MPAs) was the main
challenge because they were invited again and again but they were busy in
National and Provincial Assembly AJLAS.
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Activity Title:

Ilm Conference

Progress

Ilm Conference was conducted in Multan at province level, 241 participants
(197 male, 44 female) from Government, Political Leaders, Other
Stakeholders and from both Constituencies participated.

Results Achieved:

The main objective was to share the research finding on state of education
Rajanpur District and special allocation of educational budget demand from
Ilm network members and community of District Rajanpur and
implementation of Article 25-A
Govt Officials, representatives of NGOs, community leaders, Political leaders
and civil society were part of this Ilm Conference

Implementation Issues

Participation of elected political leaders (MNA, MPAs) was the main
challenge because they were invited again and again but they were busy in
National and Provincial Assembly AJLAS.

OVERALL PROJECT ACHIEVEMENTS
Meetings were conducted by Ilm Network & UC Ilm Committees members from both
constituencies with Federal Minister Education, Deputy Secretary Education Punjab, MNA-175,
MPA PP-249-250, DCO Rajanpur, DOC Rajanpur, DMO Rajanpur, EDO Education Rajanpur, DO
Planning & Development Rajanpur and EDO CD Rajanpur.









Community was sensitized, especially in PP-249 and PP-250 regarding their education
issues
Applications were submitted regarding educational issues
16 schools were upgraded in Rajanpur District
Educational budget was increased
More than 300 teachers were appointed in Rajanpur District
Missing facilities were highlighted in these application and special budget was provided
to Rajanpur District for 92 schools
Enrollment was increased due to mobilization in both constituencies
School Council Members were sensitized about their role and responsibilities
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FINDINGS


There is need to promote the education awareness to improve the literacy rate in the
whole district especially in constituency PP-250 because there is feudalism.
In constituency PP-250 there is need for new schools especially for Girls.
Provision of new teachers in single school teachers because enrolment is increasing day
by day




FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Amount
Approved
15,679,400

Actual
Released
12458519

Balance

Actual
Expensed
14,260,717

(1,802,198)

FINAL INDICATOR’S UPDATE
Sr. #

Activity

Target

Achievement

% age

1

Research on State of Education of two
Constituencies of District Rajanpur

1

1

100

2

A Short Documentary

1

1

100

3

Development of IEC Material

1

1

100

4

Formation of ILM Committees at UC level

23

23

100

5

25Voter Education Forums at UC level in two
Constituencies

25

25

100

6

Formation and Strengthening of Constituency
Level Network ( 2 networks)

2

2

100

7

2 Capacity Building Workshops ( 2 Days Advocacy
and Lobbing)

2

2

100

8

Constituency Level Forum

2

2

100
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Network meetings with Different Elected
Representative/ Education Minister and
Department (10 meetings) (Post Election)

9

10

10

100

TRAINING AND MEETINGS
Participants
Sr. #

Training Title

Date

Outcome
Male Female Total

1

Advocacy & Lobbying PP249

2

Advocacy & Lobbying PP250

June 10-11, 2013

Meetings

Date

June 8-9, 2013

18

21

7

8

25

25 members trained on
both topics and Action Plan
prepared

29

25 members trained on
both topics and Action Plan
prepared

Purpose of meeting

Outcome

Meeting with DRM
Coordinator

April. 2013

NOC

Meeting with DEO Education

April. 2013

MOU

MOU Signed

June. 2013

Put the educational issues
for solution

Signing the list of
problem of schools from
EDO/DMO

June. 2013

Put the educational issues
for solution

Signing the list of
problem of schools from
EDO/DMO

Coordination meeting PP-249

Coordination meeting PP-250
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Initial NOC received

Meeting with Deputy
Secretary Education Punjab

Meeting with Federal Minister
Education

August. 2013

Application submission
and reminder about
charter of demand
(increase in educational
budget, provision of
missing facilities & up
gradation of schools)

September.
2013

Application submission
and reminder about
charter of demand
(increase in educational
budget, provision of
missing facilities & up
gradation of schools)

August. 2013
October. 2013
Meeting with MPA (PP-249,
PP-250)

December.
2014
February. 2014
March. 2014

October. 2013
January. 2014
Meeting with MNA
March. 2014

Application submission
and reminder about
charter of demand
(increase in educational
budget, provision of
missing facilities & up
gradation of schools)

Application submitted

Application submitted

To invite them for their
participation in IKV Project
activities
Application submission
and reminder about
charter of demand
(increase in educational
budget, provision of
missing facilities & up
gradation of schools)
To invite them for their
participation in IKV Project
activities
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Application submitted

Application submitted

Meeting with EDO-Education
Rajanpur

November to
March. 2013

Application submission
and reminder about
charter of demand
(increase in educational
budget, provision of
missing facilities & up
gradation of schools)

Application submitted

Meeting with EDO
Education was
continuously conducted on
monthly basis
Application submission
and reminder about
charter of demand
(increase in educational
budget, provision of
missing facilities & up
gradation of schools)

Meeting with DO-Planning
Rajanpur

December.
2013

District Level Round Table
Meeting on Educational Status
of Rajanpur

Education department
chaired the meeting, Govt
Officials and all other
organizations (INGO/NGO)
in education sector, were
February. 2014 part of this meeting. To sit
together and develop the
future strategy to
education department for
the development of
Rajanpur District
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Application submitted

Any organization before
going to launch the
project will sit with
education department
and will start the
activities as per the
requirement of
education department
and monthly
coordination meeting
mechanism will be
carried out in future

LIST OF COMPLETED DELIVERABLES
Sr. #

Activity

Target Achievement

Submission Date

1

Research on State of Education of two
Constituencies of District Rajanpur

1

1

February. 2013

2

A Short Documentary

1

1

March. 2013

3

Development of IEC Material

1

1

April. 2013

4

Formation of ILM Committees at UC level

23

23

March. 2013

5

25 Voter Education Forums at UC level in
two Constituencies

25

25

April. 2013

6

Formation and Strengthening of
Constituency Level Network ( 2 networks)

2

2

April. 2013

7

2 Capacity Building Workshops ( 2 Days
Advocacy and Lobbing)

2

2

June. 2013

8

Constituency Level Forum

2

2

May. 2013

9

Network meetings with Different Elected
Representative/ Education Minister and
Department (10 meetings) (Post Election)

10

10

June-December.
2013

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS DEVELOPED
Target
Group

Title

Press
PP-249 &
Conference PP-250 Ilm
In Multan
Network
Members
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Activity
Research Finding
sharing state of
Education in
district Rajanpur

Media
Type

Media Name

Electronic Participate:
/Print
Geo, Geo taz, Sama,
Media
Daily Jung, Dawn TV &
News, Dunya TV, The

Language

Urdu/
Siraiki

Date
Released

September.
2013

Nation, Columnist
Khabrain, Wasaib TV,
Naya Akhbar, ARY News,
Dawn News, Rohi.
News Published:
Khabrain, Naya Daur,
Harf-E-Laizim, Sang-EMail, Qomi Awaz
Press
PP-249 &
Conference PP-250 Ilm
In Lahore
Network
Members

Research Finding
and educational
issues sharing
state of
Education in
district Rajanpur

Electronic Participate:
/Print
Daily Jung, C-42,
Media
SARZAMEEN, DEKOH
TV, Media News, DM
News, Royal News,
Awaz, Daily Din, Daily
Asq

Press
PP-249 &
Conference PP-250 Ilm
In Multan
Network
Members

Research Finding
and education
issues sharing
state of
Education in
district Rajanpur

Electronic Participate:
/Print
Sama, Daily Jung, Dawn
Media
TV & News, Dunya TV,
The Nation, Columnist
Khabrain, Wasaib TV,
Naya Akhbar, Dawn
News, Rohi.

Urdu/
Siraiki

March.
2014

Urdu/
Siraiki

March.
2014

LIST OF SUCCESS STORIES
Sr. #

Story Name

Status

1

UC Shah Wali Re-opening of closed school

Attached with the report

2

Activation of School Council in GPS Barra UC Shah Wali

Attached with the report

3

Enrolment Increase UC Rojhan Sharqi

Attached with the report

4

Try, Try until you succeed (PMF & School Shifting)

Attached with the report
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5

Save the School through provision of missing facilities

Attached with the report

6

Women empower the society

Attached with the report

7

Road map to achieve the goal of success

Attached with the report

8

Activation of School Council UC Umer Kot

Attached with the report

9

Provision of Missing Facilities

Attached with the report

10

Mobilization can bring the change

Attached with the report

11

Enrolment Increase through Mobilization

Attached with the report

12

Buildings Build the Nation

Attached with the report

13

Success story of Ilm Network

Attached with the report

14

When you know better do better

Attached with the report

KEY PERSONAL
Sr. #

Name

Designation

Contact #

Email ID

1

Ghulam Mustafa

Executive Director

0300-8636282

mustafa@fdopk.org

2

Asif Shehzad

Manager Programs

0341-7006660

asif@fdopk.org

3

Qazi Azhar Ul Hassan

Project Coordinator

0333-8826114

Qazi.azhar@fdopk.org

4

Rabia Basri

M & E Officer

0303-8410978

rabia@fdopk.org

5

Muhammad Ismail

Team Leader

0333-6435761

6

Muhammad Raheel

Team Leader

0333-6008261

7

Saadia Maqsood

Advocacy Officer

0334-7027207

8

Ali Raza

Advocacy Officer

0333-8821214

9

Mustansar Yousafi

Advocacy Officer

0333-6436372

10

Muhammad Shahid

Advocacy Officer

0346-7300721
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Extension Period activities Reports
Sr.#
1

Activity Name
District Level Round Table Meeting

Report
Microsoft Office
Word 97 - 2003 Document

2

District Level Taleemi Mela
Microsoft Office
Word 97 - 2003 Document

3

Ilm Conference
Microsoft Office
Word 97 - 2003 Document
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IEC MATERIAL

29

Conference Folder

Comment Banner

Ilm Conference ID Card front and Back

Ilm Conferene Main Bannar

30

Invitation letter

Standies:

31

Comments Card

32

33

Fast Fact of IKV Project

34

Case Study

Petition & Application format

35

36

Newsletter:

37

38

Pictorial Gallery

39

